The cosy kitchen is on the ground
floor and is accessed via the front side
door, or by coming down the stairs
and through a door on the left from
the small hallway. It
has a round table with four wooden
chairs and is fitted with electric hob
and oven, washing machine,
microwave and fridge. The glass
panelled double doors look out onto
the garden and can be opened to
enjoy a summer’s day.
There is plenty of parking outside the
building.

DESCRIPTION

S E L F C AT E R I N G
BY C U L L O D E N
IN V E R N E SS

The unit comprises a large double
bedroom/living room with sofa (can be used
as an extra bed) with comfy chairs, table
and large TV. (wifi available)
Adjacent is a twin bedroom leading to a
small tiled bathroom/loo/shower.
The accommodation is up a set of wide
wooden stairs. The kitchenette is on the
lower floor.
There are lovely views on both sides.
JANET & TIM HONNOR
Westhill House - Westhill - Inverness - IV2 5BP

Set in lovely rural quiet surroundings one
mile from Culloden Battlefield, yet only
four miles from the centre of Inverness,
This self-contained accommodation is in
the grounds of Westhill House, the home of
Tim and Janet Honnor.
With a double bedroom and a twin room, it
can sleep up to four persons.

tel: 01463 793225
tim.honnor@mac.com

To arrange a viewing please ring:
01463 793225

TERMS AND CONDITIONS
This accommodation is available for a minimum let of one month.
It would be very suitable for someone re-locating to Inverness or perhaps a doctor or person with a
short term job in the Highlands. Also for contractors or business people away from home.
(Please note that the bathroom is at the far end of the top floor and thus access to these facilities has to be through the twin bedroom)
This is the view from the top floor, looking
down the drive towards the North. Westhill
House is off to the far left of this picture.
There is a side lawn, with bench table can
be used for outdoor meals . The adjacent
woods can be walked in, and there is a
direct walking or cycling path to the
Culloden Battlefield

Terms
Tim and Janet Honnor have done B&B
for a number of years but now wish to
let their flat unit on a longer term basis.
They are offering the following terms:
One month occupancy £900 pm
Two month occupancy £750 pm
Three or more months £650pm
The electric usage will be paid for
monthly - determined by the meter in
the flat kitchen
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Directions (from the Inverness side)
Take the B9006 road to Culloden/Croy from oﬀ the
A9 and follow the signs towards the Culloden
Battlefield. Westhill House is on the South side of
the road one mile before the battlefield when
approaching from the West. (Turn right opposite
Blackpark Farm)

The pictures above show the double bedroom
looking towards the twin room in the below picture,
with door to bathroom.

We hope that this brochure will give you an
idea of this delightful accommodation, in a
beautiful and quiet location, and yet only
fifteen minutes from both the centre of
Inverness and the airport at Dalcross.

